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This is the ultimate guide to getting the most out of your visit to the City Different. With the aid of this

book and the internet, you can plan your trip using over 1,000 links to sites belonging to hotels,

restaurants, historical sites, museums, retail stores, galleries, spas, pueblos and special places just

outside the city. This book was designed for the traveller who stays for a few days, a week or

perhaps a little longer. It highlights everything to see in this centuries-old city and takes you to the

places you are most likely to enjoy, the places that provide the most immediate contact with the rich

history of one of the oldest cities in America, where three cultures interact separately and together

to create a rich and unique cultural mosaic. The guide covers key travel information, a downtown

walking tour, and diversions: from the famed Santa Fe Opera, to the unique Tesuque Pueblo Flea

Market, to the legendary artist colony on Canyon Road. Also included are historical buildings and art

galleries, museums, restaurants with a past, lodgings of historical value, shopping and spas, the

countryside from Abiquiu to Taos, outdoor activities from hiking to skiing, the Pueblos, their feast

days and casinos, places of worship, secret spots for taking those special pictures, and major yearly

events and celebrations. World-renowned photographer Marcia Keegan lavishly illustrates every

section with corresponding photographs. Internet links guide you to the actual web sites of the

places covered, where you can learn a great deal before you even get to Santa Fe! If you will be

pressed for time, you can also use the sites to help you decide before arrival which actual places

you are most interested in spending your valuable time and money.
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This is the ultimate guide to getting the most out of your visit to the City Different. With the aid of this

book and the internet, you can plan your trip using over 1,000 links to sites belonging to hotels,

restaurants, historical sites, museums, retail stores, galleries, spas, pueblos and special places just

outside the city. This book was designed for the traveller who stays for a few days, a week or

perhaps a little longer. It highlights everything to see in this centuries-old city and takes you to the

places you are most likely to enjoy, the places that provide the most immediate contact with the rich

history of one of the oldest cities in America, where three cultures interact separately and together

to create a rich and unique cultural mosaic. The guide covers key travel information, a downtown

walking tour, and diversions: from the famed Santa Fe Opera, to the unique Tesuque Pueblo Flea

Market, to the legendary artist colony on Canyon Road. Also included are historical buildings and art

galleries, museums, restaurants with a past, lodgings of historical value, shopping and spas, the

countryside from Abiquiu to Taos, outdoor activities from hiking to skiing, the Pueblos, their feast

days and casinos, places of worship, secret spots for taking those special pictures, and major yearly

events and celebrations. World-renowned photographer Marcia Keegan lavishly illustrates every

section with corresponding photographs. Internet links guide you to the actual web sites of the

places covered, where you can learn a great deal before you even get to Santa Fe! If you will be

pressed for time, you can also use the sites to help you decide before arrival which actual places

you are most interested in spending your valuable time and money.

My husband and I thoroughly enjoyed our New Mexico travels and discoveries. We were centered

in Santa Fe, staying in a great B&B where this book appeared on the table. It was so full of good

information that I wanted my own copy to use on subsequent visits.

When I first received this book I was dismayed because it included alot of web links. However, after

I started reading it I realized it was really a very good condensed book chock full of information and

one doesn't have to go to the links in order to enjoy this book. We're going to Santa Fe for one week

and this book has been a great help in narrowing down exactly where we want to go and what we

want to do. I highly recommend it.

A revised second edition of this interesting guidebook is now available. Here's a bit of information on

it from the publishers:A Guide to Historically Significant Places, Events & Things to DoRevised

Second EditionBy Joel B. SteinPhotography by Alan PearlmanPublished by Chamisa Press

Thoroughly updated, Santa Fe in a Week (more or less) is a fun and fact-filled tour of one of the top



ten travel destinations in the country. This current guidebook and planner--a proven winner in the

travel marketplace--provides insider information on the City Different's cornucopia of art and cultural

attractions and historical landmarks. Included is information on some 200 galleries, a dozen

museums, and recommendations on dining, lodging, entertainment, and shopping. Over 100 side

trips are suggested, offering travelers the opportunity to explore some of the most scenic

landscapes in the Southwest.I'm in the process of reading this new version and testing it in Santa

Fe over the next few days -- the first edition was excellent for historical context because Stein is a

docent at the Palace of Governors. Despite the history which doesn't change of course there have

been many changes in the other materials since this version was published.When my review is

written, I'll post it on the correct page, assuming Chamisa gets this updated; so far, they haven't

added much content to their webpage devoted to the book.So, search out the second edition. There

is a great photo of a building on the cover, but no ladder.Robert C. RossJune 2012

I love this book. It is so helpful and chock full of information. Now that I have a computer I really

appreciate all the email addresses. The writting is clear and full of information and the photos are

really nice and also helpful. This book will make my next trip to Santa Fe more enjoyable and easy

to plan.
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